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The latest version of this software program has been released on Oct. 24, 2011. The program is easy to use and stable. Its clean
look and intuitive interface make it quite convenient to use. Besides, you can easily watch decoded fax signals, view received
and recorded music recordings, play recorded music, manage a receiver’s settings, and much more. The entire package is built

on solid components, which is why you can use this tool for a very long period of time without any problems. The software
works on all Windows platforms including Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard), 10.6 (Snow Leopard), 10.7 (Lion), 10.8 (Mountain
Lion), 10.9 (Mavericks), and 10.10 (Yosemite). Besides, Mscan Meteo is compatible with up to Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1, Windows 10, and Windows Server 2012 and up. It should be noted that the tool can be used for decoding

transmissions in the following modes: A simple display of transmitted signals The ability to watch the whole world’s broadcast
radio stations You can receive and decode AM, FM, CW, and NDM transmissions There’s a special decoding function for

scanning for RTTY and VOICE signals The program can be used as an ordinary sound card recorder The support for recording
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transmissions from a radio, TV, or wireless receiver All of the software’s features can be applied for decoding and analyzing
RTTY, NAVTEX, and VOICE messages You can view received FAX data at different angles The software makes it easy for

you to connect to different receivers You can use the built-in picture viewer to view and edit graphic files The program is
bundled with a basic set of configuration settings You can automatically get rid of old FAX, NAVTEX and VOICE messages

Mscan Meteo helps you choose the type of interface between a recorder and a computer There are several settings that make it
easier for you to monitor and control RTTY and VOICE stations The application is compatible with various models of PTC-
II(e/Pro), HariFax IV, HariFax 1/2/3, and various sound card inputs Let’s take a look at Mscan Meteo main features: FAX

decoding and decryption
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What's New in the Mscan Meteo?

Use this software to view, download and archive your HF, VHF, and UHF traffic. Mscan Meteo by MicrowaveSoft is a
powerful software application for viewing, downloading and archiving radio signals of HF, VHF, UHF, and INMARSAT
satellites. The program will read, display and archive files including voice and fax data, according to the specifications of the
receiving or scanning device (serial port or sound card). The application is extremely easy to use and does not require any
technical knowledge for proper operation. It is designed to work under Windows XP and later systems. Easy operation with a
simple configuration When using Mscan Meteo, the user is provided with a simple configuration wizard. He or she can control
the program by using the Windows interface. The main window of the utility displays all detected radio stations in different
modes including their frequencies and data. The scanning mode includes automatic or manual tuning. The user may also use the
frequency spectrum display to scroll through all radio stations and to view the frequency and mode information of each station.
He or she can also select the type of display for each station. Frequently used radio stations and ship position locations can be
configured by the user to be shown or hidden in the spectrum display of the Mscan Meteo application. To save radio stations,
the user simply needs to press the appropriate key, and the stored data will be displayed in the main window of the program.
Mscan Meteo also supports the automatic station-to-station mail merge feature. The program also displays short descriptions of
the radio stations in the main window and in the radio stations list. All radio and satellite messages can be downloaded to a plain
text file or saved to the program's local drive. Mscan Meteo supports over 250 radio frequencies and more than 140 satellite
channels. All of the detected radio stations are shown in the program's main window in the area called “Mscan Meteo Station
List.” Mscan Meteo also includes other features such as the ability to create QR codes for both ship positions and radio stations.
Mscan Meteo can create QR codes for radio stations and ship position locations using the available data. The user can configure
the program to display ship position data in a chart and radio station frequencies in a list format. Mscan Meteo has a graphic
design that allows users to configure the program to display the detected information in different ways. Thus, the user can
choose to show the radio station stations in a stacked format, in a radial format, or in a list format. The user may also choose to
display the radio station frequencies in a column or in a flat format. As a result, Mscan Meteo can display the detected radio
stations in a variety of layouts and formats. The selected stations will be displayed in a list or tabular format. The Radio Alert
notification module of Mscan
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements Mac OSX 10.7.4 / OSX 10.8.4 / OSX 10.9 / OSX 10.10.5 Intel i5 2500k / i7 2600k 4GB RAM
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon HD 7970 1280x720 / 1920x1080 Preferred Requirements Mac OSX 10.8.4 / OSX
10.9 / OSX 10.10.5 4GB
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